
Cost Reduction 
LG Network Monitor enables an independent 31 computing 

system of which a single Host PC can operate 31 monitors 

without PCs, saving 70% on computing system setups, 90% on 

energy costs and allowing you to maintain the system in best 

condition for a minimized cost. 

Smart System
LG Network Monitor offers the most convenient computing 

environment in the office when preparing documents, surfing 

information and using groupware and e-mails. The data is 

stored and managed in a single hard disc guaranteeing an 

unmatched sense of security and convenience compared to 

using many separate PCs. 

Eco Green Computing
Most of the PCs have a life span of 3-5 years, whereas over used 

computers at companies or hotels only can survive for much 

less. However, LG’s green Network Monitor increase its life 

span remarkably longer minimizing e-waste and cutting over 

90% on energy costs having less impact on global warming.

Computing environment is a 
company’s competitiveness

We live in an era where systems of companies never cease 

to change. It is computers that take care of electronic 

documented approvals and reports, check and manage 

work progress, giving a computing environment a 

significant role in companies’ work efficiency.

Now, the global business IT power LG proudly presents 

the best optimized new solution for the efficient business 

computing environment that you’ve never seen before. 

You are set for the ultimate muti-computing environment 

with minimized system and efficient operation at the 

utmost competitive price. LG only offers you the best 

with the Network Monitor that provides optimized 

computing environment for business to multiple users 

with strengthened anti-virus security to leave you with only 

satisfaction. 
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The Ultimate Multi Computing 
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LG Network Monitor

Optimal for Various Business Computing Environments 

Large corp. & SMB  Manufacturer Conference Room

   LG Network Monitor for Business

The smartest computing system
- CEO

LG Network Monitor offered the utmost independent 
computing environment to many users with the minimized 
numbers of PCs and software environment that managed 
efficiently, cutting more than 50% on TCO allowing me 
to pursue new business opportunities and care for my 
employee’s welfare.  

The most convenient working 
environment  - Office Worker

I don’t need PCs or thin client for computing anymore. 
LG Network Monitor is a fan-noise-free whole package 
which has all I need in a single monitor such as, software 
programs for Powerpoint, Excel and Wordprocessor and 
improved performance in Internet searching. Plus, I have 
more room on my desk.

The simpler system management
- IT Manager 

It has been difficult for me to check the too many PCs 
on every floor, which made maintenance for a better 
computing environment quite a challenge. However, LG 
Network Monitor shouldered the burden by guaranteeing 
increased security against virus attacks and important 
data loss. All I have to do is to keep on eye on a single Host 
PC.     

   Products

Direct connection Mode
N1942HE[19.0”], N1941WP[18.5”], N1742HE[17.0”], 
N1742LP[17.0”], N1642WP[15.6”]

Independent computing for 11 users with a single host PC

D series
Ethernet connection Model
N194WA[19.0”]

Ethernet-based computing for 31 users without distance limitations

E series

- Connection distance: maximum 10m
- PS/2 keyboard/mouse interface
- Built-in speaker
- Multi-media / Internet support
- USB ports on host PC can be assigned to individual users

Recommended PC spec.
- Quad core processor or higher with 3 GB of system memory 

- USB 1.1 x 2 ports (Mouse / Key board), USB 2.0 x 2 ports (USB Device)
- Built-in speaker, built-in mic → Allow voice chatting between users
- High performance: Movie playback for up to 20 users at the same time
- USB Ports allow easy uploading and downloading → 
   Active inter communication between managers and users

Recommended PC spec.
- i7 Core or higher with 4 GB of system memory 
 

www.lg.com   
LG Twin Towers, 20 Yeouido-dong,
Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul 150-721,
Korea Yeouido P.O.Box 335, Seoul, Korea
http://networkmonitor.lge.com
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